Mission Central FEMININE HYGIENE Kit Instructions
MC Feminine Hygiene kits provide basic necessities to young women in underdeveloped nations allowing them to continue
in school all month long. MC Feminine Hygiene kits are also used as learning tools in personal hygiene classes.
All items must be new. Do not wash any of the items as they will be considered used.
Please remove all packaging.
Since strict rules often govern product entry into other countries, it is important that kits contain only the requested items nothing more.
Do not include any personal notes or additional materials in the kits.
The patterns and instructions to assemble these kits are available at missioncentral.org, under Donate Items.
ITEM
female briefs
instruction sheet
shields with snaps
liners
plastic bag
wash cloth
soap
drawstring bag

QUANTITY
1 pair
1
2
8
2
1
1
1

NOTES
Size 5 Women or 14 Girls brief type underwear only.
Instructions Included
Instructions Included
Instructions Included
One gallon, re-sealable bag.
Good quality wash cloth. Dark colors preferred. No dish cloths.
Hotel size. 1 oz to 2 oz. No Ivory, Jergens or Lisa. Keep original packaging.
Instructions Included

We have permission from Days for Girls to make these kits using their patterns provided that we do not put any labels for
our own mission/ministries on or in the packaging. Thank you for your cooperation. Remember, the goal is to keep girls in
school to make a better life for themselves and their community. That, in itself, is living and bringing a message of faith.

How to make the DRAWSTRING BAG
Use pretty, bright, and colorful fabric
that young girls will fall in love with!
(see fabric guidelines at end)

1. Cut piece of pre-washed, washable liteweight fabric 11x28 inches (28x71 cm).
Quilters cotton or poly-cotton is best.
2. (optional, serge/zigzag around all sides - or
serge/zigzag in step 7)
3. Press the casing for the drawstring on each
11” side as follows: fold ¼ inch to wrong
side, press, then fold-over another 1 ¼ ”,
press again. Repeat for other end. DO NOT
sew the hem/casing; it is done at the very
last step. (Picture shows casing turned to
inside of bag)
4. Attach the DfG label, if available. (Shown
on last page.) The label can be placed
wherever you want, however, we suggest
centering it about an inch or two below the
casing on the outside of the bag. Stitch
around all four sides of the label.
5. Sew side seams as follows: right sides
together, align drawstring casings at top,
begin sewing just below the casing (back
tack here) and sew down the entire side to
the bottom corner (back tack again). Use a
3/8 inch seam. Repeat for other side.

6. Clip into seam allowance near top of seam,
approximately ½” below casing. Do this for
both side seams.
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How to make the DRAWSTRING BAG
7. (if omitted in step 2) Secure the side seams
by serging or zigzagging; do not stitch above
the clip (the cut made in Step 6).
8. Unfold the casing, and turn in the end
about ¼ inch and sew it down. Begin
sewing at the top, taper the seam to a V at
the point where the side seam begins, then
‘needle down’ your needle, twist the piece
and begin sewing back up the other side to
secure the edge of the other casing. Repeat
for other end of casing.
9. Re-fold the casing as it was pressed. Turn
bag right-side-out. Stitch the ‘casing hem’
close to the lower edge of the casing.
Repeat for other side. Be sure to leave
casing ends open.
10. If you did not back-tack the side seam just
below the casing, give it another few
stitches to secure the side seam from
ripping apart when the drawstring is pulled
open.
11. Cut two drawstrings; 36” each (92cm).
12. Insert the drawstring as follows: each string
goes in opposite directions. Refer to
pictures on next page. One starts at left end
of bag, goes through one side and continues
back through other side. Knot the ends here.
The other string starts at the other end of the
bag and goes in reverse. Knot this string on the
right side. Use an inexpensive Drawstring
Threader (available at sewing stores and online)
to pull the string through the casing.
Alternatively, you could use the old-fashioned
method of pushing the string through with a
safety pin but that is a bit tedious and timeconsuming. A threader makes it so easy.
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What to use for drawstrings?
The best option for drawstrings is ½ inch or 5/8
inch twill tape or similar. You could also use ribbon
of similar width. Do not use tiny cording or string
because it digs into the skin and is not comfortable
to wear. The drawstring must be washable and
durable.
Fabric guidelines: Use bright, colorful, pretty,
washable fabric. Do not use anything with animals,
reptiles, war, camoflauge, glam, bugs, knives or
anything culturally-specific; these items are
forbidden in some cultures, as well as
inappropriate in many others. Florals and
geometrics are best. Bags must last three years of
DAILY use (the girls use them EVERY day, not only a
few days each month). Use quality materials.
Good quality quilters cotton is good. Fabric may be
100% cotton or poly-cotton blend.
Is the bag for the postpartum kit the same size?
YES.

How to make the DRAWSTRING BAG

This picture of the inside of the bag shows a nicely
finished casing and seam:

Drawstring threading:
(actual length of string longer
than shown in sketch)
First string like this:

Second string goes the opposite direction:

Examples of drawstring threaders:
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How to make the Days for Girls Liners
This document provides an explanation of the liner, its purpose, and how to make it.
Introduction:
Days for Girls offers two distinct methods to make liners:
If you have a serger, the Serger Strip method is an efficient way to make liners. (A serger is a
special machine used to overcast raw edges.) To use this method you will need BOTH a serger
and a normal sewing machine.
If you do not have a serger, you will want to use the “Turn and Topstitch” method which can
be done using just a normal sewing machine.

What is a liner? What is the purpose of the liner in the Days for Girls washable menstruation kit?
a. The liner is the washable ‘pad’ and it is held in place by the shield. The shield snaps around the
bottom of the pantie. The shield has pockets at the ends. The liner is tri-folded and tucked into
the pockets which hold the liner in place.

b.

c.
d.

e.

The shield is sized to allow for 1 or 2 or even 3 tri-folded liners to be inserted to provide the
desired level of absorbency.
Days for Girls uses a tri-fold style of liner which allows for effective washing and quick drying.
The tri-fold liner is made in a shape which is not offensive to hang out in the sunshine (sunshine
kills bacteria) – the shape is that of a washcloth rather than a ‘pad’.
Liners are made with 100% cotton flannel. Two pieces of flannel are needed for each liner.
It is best to use colorful fabrics for the liners; use medium to dark shades to disguise stains. If
you have white, pale, and light-shades of flannel, it is best to dye them to a darker color before
making the liners. Be cautious when selecting/purchasing fabric. Follow the guidelines as
detailed in Section Four “Considerations for Selecting Appropriate Patterns and Colors of
Fabric”.
The Days for Girls kit is designed to last three full years with proper care. Use appropriate
materials and sew the liners carefully to ensure quality.
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The remainder of this document is organized as follows:
Section One: the Serger-style Liner.
Here you will find concepts, considerations and step-by-step sewing
instructions for making liners in the Serger Strip method.

Section Two: the Turn & Topstitch Liner (nickname T&T).
Here you will find concepts, considerations and step-by-step sewing
instructions for making liners in the T&T method.

Section Three: Making the Postpartum liner.
The postpartum liner is larger; details found in this section.

Section Four: Tips, Techniques, and Things to Know about
making liners.
These things are ‘good to know’!
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Section One. Explanation and Sewing instructions for the Serger-style Liner.

The serger-style of liner is pictured above. The liner is made with two pieces of flannel. One is narrower
– called the Hot Spot – and one is larger, a square. Note the liner is pretty on both sides. It is important
to sew the pieces “dull sides together” to hide the whitish back side as much as possible. If using a mix
of solids and prints, place the solid against the back side of the print. Having colors/prints on both sides
disguises stains on both sides of the liner – important when hanging out to dry.

Important considerations:
1. The serger method of making liners is most efficient when done in strips. This strip process is explained
below. You could also make liners ‘one at a time’. You decide what is best for you to make a quality
liner.
2. As noted, a serger overcasts the raw edges of the flannel. You may wonder why this cannot be done
using the overcast or zigzag stitch on a regular sewing machine. The reason is, Days for Girls has been
using the zigzag option for a long time and we have found that it just does not hold up; there is too
much fraying. The same is true for edges cut with pinking shears. The Days for Girls Kit is designed to
last three full years and, to ensure this, zig zag and pinking on the liners is no longer allowed.
3. What fabric is used to make liners? 100% cotton flannel. Flannel is the only fabric Days for Girls feels is
appropriate for liners. Medium to dark colors are best; both prints and solids may be used. See Section
Four of this document for more guidelines regarding fabric selection.
4. What is the best length of yardage for this serger strip process? A good length is 2½ yards (2.3 meters).
With experience, you may find a different length works well for you; use what works for you. Using
lengths of 2½ yards maximizes efficiency and minimizes waste. In Section Four there is additional info
about this.
5. Let’s talk about the “cut size” of the fabric vs. the “finished size” of the liner. The serger is designed to
cleanly cut an edge and overcast the edge at the same time. Thus, the “cut size” of the fabric must be a
bit larger than the expected finished size of the liner. The amount of fabric trimmed off during serging
varies according to the habit of the operator. Suggested widths are provided in this document,
however, you will have to decide what works best for you. Be certain to measure the finished liner and
ensure it is sized appropriately. Over time, the flannel liner will continue to shrink a bit as it is washed
and dried; this is why it is so important that it is not made too small at the outset.
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Preparing the strips - size and methods:
Strips can be made by cutting or by tearing. Use these guidelines when deciding what will work best
for you:
a. If cutting: It is best to use a rotary cutter. It is important to measure accurately and cut
precisely. The width of the strips depends on how much is trimmed during the serging process.
If very little is trimmed while serging, cut the wide strip 8 ½ inches wide and the narrow strip 5 ¾
inches wide. After serging, the narrow strip should not be less than 5 ½ inches wide. The
finished liner should not be smaller than 8 ¼ inches square. Cut the strips wider if necessary to
ensure the proper finished size.
b. If tearing: Using the tearing method is much faster than cutting, however, tearing stretches and
weakens the edge of the flannel. When serging, this stretched edge must be fully trimmed off
to ensure a clean cut and stable stitches. Thus, the width of the strips are wider when using the
‘tearing’ method. Measurements for tearing are given below.

If you plan to use the tearing approach, here is a way to do it:
1. Along the 44” end of the yardage, measure and clip the edge as follows: create three
strips measuring 9 ¼ inches wide (23.5 cm), and two strips measuring 6 ½ inches
wide (16.5 cm). The fabric is usually wide enough to separately clip & tear off the
selvages (discard them).

2. Tear the flannel into strips beginning at each of the points where you made a cut
3. Pair up a wide strip with a narrow strip; this ensures the two strips are equal length
and allows for less fabric waste later in the process. (Given we made 3 wide strips
but only 2 narrow strips, there will be an unused wide strip. Set it aside; when a
stack builds up, cut a series of narrow strips to pair up with all these unused wide
ones.)
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Step-by-step instructions to make the liners using the Serger Strip method:
1. Wash and dry the fabric; press lightly if badly wrinkled
2. Tear or cut the strips per instructions above; use the method that works best for you.
3. Serge both long sides of a narrow strip. After serging, the narrow strip should be
between 5 ½ - 5 ¾ inches wide (14.0 – 14.6cm).

4. Place the narrow strip down the center of a wide strip for the full length of the strips.
Be sure to position them “dull sides together” (in sewing terms this is called “wrong
sides together”).

5. Using the regular sewing machine with a straight stitch, stitch the narrow strip to the
wide strip. Stitch near the edge, directly over the serged stitches; this will further secure
the edge of the narrow strip. Use a medium stitch length (avoid small stitches).
6. Cut the strips into 9” pieces (22.8 cm).
7. Serge-finish each liner using one of these methods:
If rounding the corners - Serge around each square, rounding at the corners. Secure
the start & stop point with a few stitches on the regular sewing machine.
If rounding the corners - Serge the outer edge and slightly serge over the start point
and then gently move off edge of fabric. Pull, trim and dot with Fray Check.
If square corners - pause serger at very edge of corner and turn fabric. At last corner
serge off the edge. Pull, trim and dot with Fray Check.
If serging in ‘chain method’ ( a technique used by quilters), dot each corner with Fray
Check before or after cutting the chain into individual liners
If square corners - leave tails of thread before cutting the serger threads. Use a crochet
hook and weave the tails back through the serged seam

The liner is now finished. Measure it. The preferred finished size of the standard liner is 8 ½ x
8 ½ inches (21.6 x 21.6 cm); it should not be smaller than 8 ¼ x 8 ¼ inches (21 x 21 cm). If
necessary, make adjustments to ensure proper finished size as you make more liners.
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Picture of shield with liner tucked into pockets:

Picture of a liner unfolded and two partly folded (hotspot is showing on top):
These liners show the rounded corners.

Picture of three liners all folded in tri-fold fashion:

A serger:
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Section Two. Explanation and Sewing instructions for the Turn & Topstitch
Liner (T&T). Other nicknames for the T&T liner are: ‘stop sign liner’ and ‘octagon liner’.
Shown below: Unfolded T&T liner on left. Tri-folded T&T liner on right, showing the top side
and the back side. The back side has the folds.

The T&T liner is made with two pieces of flannel. The liner is reversible. For photo purposes we
are using a solid color. It is very nice indeed to use bright colorful prints; use prints or solids or
a combination of both (i.e., one side print and one side a solid). Using colors/prints in medium
to dark tones on both sides of the liner disguises stains – important when hanging out to dry.

How much fabric is required to make a T&T style liner?
The smallest piece of flannel to make a T&T liner is 8.25 x 9 inches (21x23 cm); a liner requires two
pieces of this size. For efficiency, if you plan to make a lot of liners, we recommend beginning with
larger pieces of yardage. A 2.5 yard length works well (2.3 meters). With experience, you may find a
different length works well for you; use what works for you. In Section Four of this document there is
more info on this. If you have smaller pieces of flannel that are not big enough for the strip method,
that’s okay; just cut out the liner pieces individually using the pattern template. The instructions given
below include the steps to make the strips.

What is the easiest way to cut long strips of flannel?
When cutting the flannel strips for the T&T liners, it is easiest to use a rotary cutter. The rotary cutter
creates a clean-cut edge which is advantageous when sewing the narrow seams required in this process.
An alternate method for making the flannel strips is by tearing. A concern with tearing is, it stretches
and weakens the edge of the flannel. Thus, it will be necessary to use wider strips to accommodate a
wider seam allowance to avoid sewing in the weakened area, which will then require trimming off the
excess in the seam allowance. Use whichever way works best for you, and ensure the finished size of
the liner is correct. The finished liner should be 8.5 inches tall (21.6 cm); the width should be very close
to 8 inches (20.3 cm). When tri-folded, the liner generally measures 8.5 x 3 inches (21.6 x 7.6 cm).
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What does the pattern look like and where can I get it?
The pattern for the T&T liner can be downloaded from the website www.daysforgirls.org. When
printing the pattern, be sure to set the printer settings to print at full size (some software labels this
“100%”, or it might be “actual size” or “no scaling” etc.) Often there is a check box for “fit to page”
which is automatically selected – be sure to uncheck this box. It will print as two halves which you must
cut out and tape together. Cut precisely on the lines; follow the instructions to make the pattern. After
printing, take a ruler and measure the pattern to verify it is the size specified on the pattern. There is
also a ‘one inch’ square which you can measure to further verify size (one inch = 2.54cm).

Does this method use zig zag or pinking shears?
No. You may be thinking of an obsolete design that Days for Girls has used in the past. However, after
several years we have found there is too much fraying on liners made with zigzag and/or pinking shears.
The Days for Girls Kit is designed to last three full years; we had to improve the liner to make it last.
This T&T style of liner was developed to provide a method for everyone to make liners, including
someone who does not own a serger.

Step-by-step instructions to make liners using T&T method:
1. Wash and dry the fabric; press lightly if badly wrinkled
2. Cut long strips of flannel 8.25 inches wide (21cm)
3. Lay out one strip of flannel with pretty side up. Place a second strip of flannel on top of it
for the length of the strip; second strip is to be positioned "pretty side down". In sewing
terms, this is “right sides facing”.
4. Cut strip into 9" pieces; each cut will yield a double layer of 8.25 x 9 inch pieces (21x23cm),
enough for one liner. Each liner requires two pieces of flannel.
5. Place the pattern template on top of the two pieces of flannel (ensure the flannel pieces are
“right-sides-facing” as noted above). Cut away the triangle corners of the flannel pieces.

Tip: to save time, you may want to stack additional layers of flannel and cut the corners
from four layers at one time. Just be sure the cuts are accurate on all layers.
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6. Using a scant one-quarter inch seam, sew around the liner; leave a 2 inch opening for
turning. Trim a bit at corners to remove bulk. (Or, alternate method for experienced
sewers: sew using a 1/8 inch seam allowance; just be sure the seam securely catches both
layers.)

7. Turn right-side out. Be sure to gently push out the corners.
8. (optional) Press lightly. Pressing is recommended for three reasons: it will be easier to do
the next step (edge-stitching), you can ensure the corners are fully pushed out prior to
edge-stitching, and the finished piece will look nicer.
9. Sew an edge-stitch all around approximately 1/8 inch from the edge. Be sure to securely
stitch the edge at the two-inch opening. Examine edge to verify a good seam all around.

All done! To continue making more liners, return to step 4 and repeat.
Finished liners, shown unfolded, partly folded, and tri-folded (showing back side):
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Section Three. Making the Postpartum liner.

Measurements for the postpartum liner:
Days for Girls offers a kit for Postpartum use. See the website for more information,
www.daysforgirls.org.
At this time, the postpartum liner must be made using the serger method. The postpartum
liner is larger, thus the strips must be cut wider. The preferred finished sizes for the
postpartum liner are as follows: the large piece is 12 x 10 ½ inches (30.5 x 26.5 cm), and the hot
spot is 12 x 7 ½ inches (30.5 x 19 cm). Cut the strips appropriately to accommodate your
serging habits and to ensure the finished size is correct. (Slightly smaller is okay too, for
example, 11 ¾ x 10 ¼ overall.) Note: the postpartum shield is also larger; shield instructions are
available on the website.

At this time, the T&T style has not been adapted for the postpartum liner. Stay tuned!
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Section Four. Tips, Techniques and Things to Know when making liners.

Considerations for selecting appropriate patterns and colors of fabric:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Fabric used for liners must be 100% cotton flannel
Medium to dark colors are best to disguise stains
Pretty, brightly colored prints are best
Avoid white and light colors (dye them if donated)
Do not use prints with people, animals, snakes, reptiles, dragons, war-theme,
camouflage, glam, and other culture-specific topics. The best prints are floral and
geometrics/graphics.
f. Buy the best quality you can afford; a tightly woven flannel is better than a loose weave.
g. Liners can be made with both sides matching, a mix of solids and prints, or contrasting
patterns. It’s up to you! Remember: medium to dark colors are best.

Reasons for using 2 ½ yard lengths of flannel (2.3 meters):
a. anything longer gets increasingly difficult to manage when sewing
b. anything longer may get too wrinkled in the washing machine and dryer
c. shorter lengths might result in more waste at the end of the strip when cutting down to
9” pieces (that is, each strip will have a bit of waste, thus, more strips = more waste)
d. A 2 ½ yard length is a compromise between maximum efficiency in sewing and
minimizing fabric waste
e. Be aware that flannel shrinks when washing, and not all flannel shrinks at the same rate.
f. Use whatever length of strip that works the best for you.

Number of liners included in each kit:
Current as of October 2013, Days for Girls includes 8 liners in each standard kit, and 10 liners in
each postpartum kit.

THANK YOU for sewing liners for Days for Girls. Every liner you make helps to give a girl
her days back. Health. Education. Dignity.
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Shield Instructions – Fabric Considerations and Step by step instructions

Fabric choices and preparation:
Things to consider when gathering supplies to make shields:
Choose appropriate and colorful fabrics - see guidelines at end of this document
Fabric must be 100% woven cotton (commonly called quilter’s cotton)
Wash the cotton fabric before cutting.
The waterproof layer must be PUL, polyurethane laminate fabric, which is waterproof, breathable and
non-toxic. This is the only acceptable material for the waterproof layer.
The shield pattern can be downloaded from the website, daysforgirls.org under Volunteer/MakeKits.
Instructions for creating the full-size pattern are on the pattern sheet.
The pattern identifies where the pockets are located; these are the pocket ends. The other two sides
are called the wings; this is where the snaps will be put on.
Use colorful thread when edge-stitching. Bright pink enhances almost all colorful prints. Think
‘cheerful and feminine’.
Mix-up the fabrics and pockets with print-on-print designs to make the finished item cheerful and
disguise future stains.
In planning, avoid designing kits with ‘all matching pieces’. Kits are assembled with items received from
many sources and it is not possible to ensure each and every kit consists of ‘matched components’. To
keep things equitable for all girls receiving kits, we avoid giving any girl(s) a ‘matched set’ when others
in her group will be receiving an eclectic mix.
Sewing tools needed to make a shield: sewing machine with straight stitch, steam iron, large sewing
scissor and/or rotary cutter
Fabric pieces needed to make a shield: two cotton shields, one PUL shield, and two cotton pockets - all
cut per pattern specifications

How to make the pockets:
o

Option One – cut each pocket individually, 4 ¼ x 5 inch (10.8 x12.7 cm) piece of cotton fabric. Fold in half to 4 ¼ x
2 ½ inches (10.8 x 6.35 cm). Sew a line of stitching along the fold to add strength to the fold; place the stitches
approx. ¼ inch (0.64 cm) from the fold.

o

Option Two – the speed method. Cut a strip of fabric 5 inches (12.7 cm) wide by any length. If you cut across a
piece of quilter’s cotton, the strip will be 5 x 44” (12.7 x 112 cm). Fold it in half lengthwise yielding a doubled piece
measuring 2 ½ x 44” (6.35 x 112 cm). Sew a line of stitching along the fold (approx. ¼ inch from fold); this will
strengthen the edge of the pocket. Then cut the strip into 4 ¼ inch pieces (10.8 cm). Each piece is one pocket
measuring 4 ¼ x 2 ½ inches (10.8 x 6.35 cm). The pocket width of 4 ¼ inches (10.8 cm) is slightly larger than the
shield width – this is intentional – the slightly wider pocket ensures it is securely sewn into the seam. Excess width
will be trimmed off during shield construction.
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Shields:

Shield pattern as printed:

After taping two halves together:

Cut pieces needed to make a shield:
Two cotton shield pieces
One PUL piece
Two cotton pockets
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Step-by-step instructions to make a shield.
1) Start with: two cotton pockets and two cotton shield pieces
a) MARK one of the shield pieces with a few long basting stitches. When finished, this will be the bottom side of the
shield; however, as you see in these instructions, this piece will be on top as you sew and progress through most of
these steps. Watch the pictures. From this point further, this will be referred to as “TheStitchMark”. (picture 1a)
b) Insert a pocket between the shields (shield pieces right-sides-facing), placing the fold-edge of the pocket towards
the shield-center, align the pocket with the sides and flat end of the shield. BASTE along one of the pocket sides,
as shown. (Note: the fold edge of the pocket should be stabilized with a line of stitching before inserting.)
c) Similarly align the second pocket at the other end. Then baste along the pocket side, as shown. (picture 1b)

This is called the “shield sandwich”

Instructions continue on next page
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2) Trim & Attach the PUL (a basting procedure)
Begin with: Shield Sandwich and a pre-cut PUL shield
Trim PUL: clip the corners of the PUL at all four ‘pocket’ corners, as shown
Layer: place PUL “Shiny side up”, then put the shield sandwich on top of the PUL
with the “TheStitchMark” showing on the top side
Clever tip: the S & S acronym will help you remember the layering sequence.
S&S = “Shiny up, StitchMark up”
Important: the PUL is the waterproof barrier; if inserted incorrectly it is less effective.
Baste: baste the PUL in place with basting stitches in the same manner the pockets were basted (that is, just
sew overtop the previous basting stitches)

3) Sew Seams.
Sew ¼” seam as shown in picture below. Use stitch length 2.5 or 3.0mm. Sew down the length of each

side, leaving both ends open. Keep all layers flat; there should be no bubbling between layers.

4) Trim the seam in the entire STITCHED area.
Do not trim in the openings. Trimming is most easily done with a larger sewing scissor or a small rotary cutter.
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5) Turn and Press.
a) TURN right-side-out. Use fingers to gently push out the rounded wings.
b) FOLD the pockets to the bottom (the side of the shield with “TheStitchMark”). Using fingers, gently spread the
unstitched end as wide open as possible.
c) PRESS, to give it a professional look

6) Stitch and Trim
a) STITCH across each end, keeping the ends as wide open as possible
b) TRIM these seams at the corners, as shown.
Tapering decreases the bulk and, when the shield is finished, will minimize the thickness in these areas, giving the
final garment a nice professional look.
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7) Turn, Press and Edge-stitch
a) TURN both pockets to the TOP (the side of the shield without the “TheStitchMark”). (picture 7a)
b) PRESS; give it a professional look
c) Thread the sewing machine with a pretty COLORFUL thread such as bright pink. Pink seems to enhance virtually
all color combinations.
EDGE-STITCH all around, stitching 1/8” from the edge, keeping especially close to the edge all along the pocket.
(The pocket opening must remain as wide as possible to allow for multiple liners to be inserted simultaneously).
Do an extra back-tack at the “fold edge” of each pocket. (pictures 7b and 7c)

8) The shield is now ready for the snap to be attached.

Follow the instructions provided

with the snapper. Snaps are centered 1/2 inch from finished edge of each wing. More information on the
preferred KamSnaps can be found at DaysforGirls.org under Volunteer/Make Kits. If you do not have a
snapper, Days for Girls will add the snaps.
Send the shields to: Days for Girls, 810 H St Rd, Lynden, WA 98264 US
Shields could also be sent to a DfG Chapter near you; contact them before sending.

Guidelines for proper selection of fabric:
Use 100% woven cotton fabric similar to quilters cotton
Pick colorful fabrics, preferably botanicals, geometrics and batiks
Fabrics should be medium to dark in color to disguise stains
Some prints are offensive or illegal in some communities. Prints with people, animals and figures cannot be sent to
Muslim communities. NO camouflage fabrics as these are illegal in many countries. Fabrics with bugs, reptiles, guns,
knives, culture-specific themes as well as girly-glam should be avoided. Bugs, reptiles and animals are predators in
some areas; fabrics including these are uncomfortable for the girls to wear and use.
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